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this design report recorded the research and design 

process of the project Chinese Cultural Center in Is-

tanbul. and this report contains three Parts.

Part 1 is conducted by the research question : how 

can we understand the cultural representations 

through the recent architecture are compatible with 

the identity in-situ? and from this research the pro-

gramme is formulated: a China Cultural Center in 

Istanbul.  actuallyChina Cultural Center is an exist-

ed organization. China Cultural Center aim to foster 

friendship between China and other countries as well 

as to promote awareness of and appreciation for 

Chinese culture and art through cultural events and 

activities. Based on the research of the condition in Is-

tanbul, it is to be found Istanbul is having the demand 

of building a China Cultural Center. The more specific 

related statements about this programme will be de-

scribed at Part 2. the site condition and site analysis 

will also included in Part 2. Part 3 is mainly focus on 

the design process. this part contains detailed narra-

tation about the concept, design strategies, cultural 

elements involvements and so on. along with those 

narratations, the images of this project will be shown.

Me as a Chinese designer, this Chinese Cultural 

Center has my own understanding of “Chinese cul-

ture”, meanwhile, my respect for Istanbul culture is ex-

pressed through the design. this whole research and 

design is about to find ways to have the compatibility  

for identities in cross-cultural architecture design.

EdiTOrial
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on contemporary era, the globalization is leading the 

culture and identity on the way losing. architecture 

carries the cultural phenomenon and representations; 

thus, it is the responsibility for the young generation 

architects to sustaining and preserving their culture 

through architectural design. In this article I examine 

the compatibility between cultural identity and lo-

cality by using the research method of literature re-

view, comparative analysis and case studies. there 

are three main parts in the theoretical framework: 

first part is about culture and identity, it demonstrates 

that the continuum of culture is essential but definite-

ly does not mean from the layer of superficial alike; 

the second part is about locality which highlighted 

the importance of sensing and knowing the location; 

the third part is about the compatibility between the 

identity and locality, this part aims to provide the reli-

able strategies to help a building design achieve the 

compatibility between identity in building and identity 

in location. several examples are addressed for fur-

ther explanation on each part. Finally, a typical case 

study is analyzed in order to examine if the theories 

and strategies are applicable.

absTraCT

Keywords: Identity, Culture, locality, In-situ, 
Compatibility
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Cultural IdentIty and loCalIty In arChIteCture
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iNTrOduCTiON

on the contemporary era, there are two primary is-

sues for the world of architecture in cross-cultural de-

sign. The first is that due to the globalization resulted 

loss of culture and identity; the second is the conflicts 

with one culture to another in one place. It is always 

hard to find a perfect solution to solve this.Go along 

with times and at this globalization context, these is-

sues are something on going and they are inextirpa-

ble. More and more registered architects nowadays 

design globally, thus the building is a globalized prod-

uct. this issue is a world tendency. however, architec-

ture as a cultural phenomenon, it carries many strong 

references. therefore, in this globalization context, it 

is the responsibility for the young generation of future 

architects to preserve the architectural and cultural 

identity. architects sometimes are tended to propose 

design solutions which reflect their personal tastes, so-

cial habits and culture background. an architecture 

that has its own identity acts like an identity certifi-

cate for its homeland and reveals the thoughts of its 

people. thus, it is the quest for them to establish and 

pursue their cultural representations through architec-

ture. Meanwhile, it must be a coalition that takes con-

sider and shows respect to a cultural identity of one 

location during the process of establish one’s cultural 

representations.

Juhani Pallasmaa, who is a respected Finnish au-
thor and architect used to express that ‘Works of 
art from poetry to music, painting to architecture, 
are a metaphoric representation of the human ex-
istential encounter with the world, and their quality 
arises from the existential content of the work … ‘ 1

under the globalization background nowadays, the 

main purpose in this research is seeking for an answer 

for this question: how can we understand the extrane-

ous cultural representations through the recent archi-

tecture are compatible with the identity in-situ? to be 

compatible with one thing to anther does not mean 

to be balanced at all in this cross-cultural study. It is yet 

definitely does not mean to take something from the 

extraneous component and to combine with the one 

in-situ, this is not merely “compatible”, it is rather a way 

to make a discursive and interweaved hybrid prod-

uct. an extraneous cult- ural representation through 

a building should be coherent with its locational con-

text and culture; it should not against with the locality; 

and it should be seen as one complete and inclusive 

piece that corresponding with the objects in-situ. rick 

Joy used to express his evocative standpoint “archi-

tecture that lives well in its surroundings and that is 

lived in well.”  this statement strongly deliver the idea 

that how important to concern the in-situ context in 

architectural design as one whole notion.

REFERENCE:

1. Pallasmaa, May 2012
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to convey this idea, the three thematic aspects will be 

drawn out in order to response. The first section focus-

es on the cultural identity that stands on the behalf of 

cultural representations in this context, where also to 

provide the strategies on how to preserve the culture.  

the second section mainly discusses the locational 

identity, which for the purpose to illustrate the impor-

tance of a location; and also analyses their inter-influ-

ences. The final section will address the “Identity and 

In-situ response” by discussing from several aspects: 

the conflicts, compatibility and combination. In or-

der to explain all these aspects, the examples will be 

analyzed.  there will a case study taken into analysis 

toward examine the theory which are discussed. the 

case is the royal dutch embassy in ethiopia. this case 

will mainly look into from what aspects this dutch em-

bassy represents itself in africa where owns totally dif-

ferent cultural background. and this research article 

yet means to provide strategies to assist the represent-

ative buildings enable to better compatible within a 

different cultural background location, and to create 

the sense of belonging for both.

idENTiTy

Cultural identity and representation

the cultural identity forms when there are differences 

in cultures. To be specified, if everything in the whole 

universe is the same and identical, or there is only one 

culture in the whole sphere, there will not be any cul-

tural identities any more. Peter Zumthor used to give 

this opinion at one conversation.

‘Well, maybe the question of identity comes down to 

distinctiveness: that something becomes recognisa-

ble, has character and is a bit different from some-

thing else. and of course, as you said, there is almost a 

spiritual aspect of identity. I think there is character in 

good architecture. It creates place – place that you 

can relate to, and this produces identity.’ 2

From Peter Zumthor’s words, if applies into cultural 

identity, this implies that cultural identity arises from 

cultural differences. the cultural identity is yet also in-

alienable related with the location.

architect and philosopher Juhani Pallasmaa3 de-

scribes that ‘cultural identity, a sense of rootedness 

and belonging is an irreplaceable ground of our very 

humanity’. But when the necessity of cultural identity 

discussed, does it mean the old tradition and culture 

should be included and taken use in the modern ar-

chitecture nowadays we are living?  to present the 

culture identity definitely not to stop innovating and 

keep using old tradition; and also, the modern archi-

tecture is the need for the contemporary world. to use 

the famous quotation from raymond Briggs.

2. Andersen, May 2012
3. Pallasmaa, May 2012
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Figure 1: Entrance of SuZhou Museum.

Figure 2: Interior lighting of Su Zhou Museum.

Figure 3: Window frame as an image frame.

Figure 4: Door frame as an image frame.

Figure 1

Figure 3

Figure 2

Figure 4
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Figure 5

Figure 7

Figure 6

Figure 8

Figure 5: Modern concept.

Figure 6: Interior spacial quality.

Figure 7: Local recycled material.

Figure 8: Bamboo trace on the concrete facade
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‘No-one living in the stone age would know he was 
living in the stone age. He would believe he was 
living in the modern age. Today we believe we are 
living in the modern age. Time will tell.’ 4

similarly in architecture, we believe the architecture 

we are creating nowadays are very modern, but 

passes after the time, the modern architecture now-

adays we are designing or living will be something old 

for the future people; then the modern architecture 

we are creating now will be something for the future 

people to refer back. thus at this point, to present cul-

tural identity is not simply to repeat using the same 

style or the same forms from the past. It is rather to use 

the present vision but learn something new from the 

past. In Juhani’s point of view, he believes a respectful 

attitude to traditions does not imply regressive tradi-

tionalism. on the contrary, one could gain a source of 

inspiration and emotional rooting, and he is not sup-

port nostalgic traditionalism or conservatism, he mere-

ly to argue the continuum of culture is essential. 

loeh Ming Pei, who is a world well-known Chinese-born 

american architect, he is often called “the last mas-

ter of high modernist architecture”.5  his design suzhou 

Museum (fig.1). where was built along the suzhou 

cultural heritage area. It has great high reputation in 

China. due to his ingenious use of light and shadow; 

application of Chinese landscape style architecture 

symbol of this hotel; and the subtle combination of the 

modern architecture (fig.2) with Chinese classical art. 

this design one of the good examples to show that 

the continuum of culture is essential. he uses two fun-

damental colors to match as well as not to demolish 

the mien for the scenery of surroundings, and also to 

create the sense of coherence. 

he delicately play with landscape to integrate the 

Chinese traditional architectural aesthetic culture- 

make the window or door frame as an image frame 

to look through (fig. 3 and 4). Where is different from 

our consistent thinking of that window is mainly for 

light and ventilation.  It shows his humble and respect-

ful attitude to the local. he elaborately designed the 

circulation not only horizontally that connected from 

the main building to the platform, stairs, paths, gar-

den and pavilions unpredictably, but also vertically 

defined them in split-level. The design of this Museum is 

a representative architecture. the intention is to gen-

erate the spirited architecture of this place itself. af-

ter this design, l.M. Pei talked about this design at an 

interview, he conveyed his idea that one should not 

keep looking outside world for the new architectures, 

instead of to find the root for the national architec-

ture, and to sprout it with the newness. to use Juhani’s 

words describe the design of suzhou Museum.

‘responsible buildings are deeply rooted in the 

4. D.King, 2004
5. Crouch, 2010
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historicity of their place and they contribute to a 

sense of time and cultural continuum, today’s mon-

uments of selfishness and novelty flatten the sense 

of history and time.’6

lOCaTiONal idENTiTy

at the present, architecture to some extent is a global 

practice. architects operate in different locations with 

different cultural building contexts. different sites con-

tain their own different characteristics and complex-

ities that are deeply connected with their historical 

change, human behaviors and local communities. 

thus the location is not only a geographical site where 

the building to locate, it is an integration of cultural, 

social and environmental context. at the meantime 

the location possess a physical impact to it. Miwon 

Kwon7 points out that for the art the site is not just a 

physical location, but it is the discursive context.8 simi-

larly for architecture, it is essential for the architects to 

understand and gain the sense of a location. other-

wise, a building which could be locating anywhere is 

not persuasive and lively design. 

‘arriving and leaving will be embedded in sequenc-

es of memorable threshold experiences deriving 

from an architecture that is grounded in the char-

acter of the place and an architectural language 

resonating with the local spirit of refinement.’ 9

Pointed by the architect rick Joy who is a responsible 

architect and renowned for design the modern build-

ings that are responsive to the locality. he advocates 

to “searching for identity” of a place “without being 

identical”. and this is also an approach to design the 

buildings harmonious with the context. the identity of 

one place is formed toughing time by the historical 

change, as well as the human behavior, which is one 

of the most significant ingredients to constitute the cul-

ture of a place. amos rapoport10 seems has a strong 

argument in relation with it. he put forward that the 

understanding of behavior patterns is necessary and 

fundamental to the understanding of the built form; 

the building form influences the human behavior and 

their way of life. 

 this point yet been discussed by Paul oliver.11 Where-

as Kwon demonstrates that the work of art and the 

notion of artists are influenced by the variety of sites. 

therefore, the work or architecture, the human be-

havior, the environment, the culture and the site all 

these elements are interconnected and interacted. 

and those elements are like the items from checklist 

that requires a building to meet the needs of those; 

meanwhile all those elements act the key role for ar-

chitecture in a specific location. Thus, having the inter-

action with the local always pivotal that regardless of 

what kind of building types one going to design.

6. Pallasmaa, May 2012
7. Kwon, 2002
8. Rodowick, 2012
9. Joy,
10. Rapoport, 1969
11. Oliver, 2006
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Wang Shu is a Chinese architect with great influence 

to the young generation of architects in China. Most 

of his designs are based on regionalism.12 the ning 

Bo Museum is one of his masterpieces; this design 

not only shows respect to the locality, but also to ex-

press the culture through a very subtle way. Firstly, 

the technique he used in this project is mainly by the 

materiality. he has searched the most representative 

and unique local material as a tool to meet the lo-

cal cultural and locational identity. secondly, the built 

technique is referring the local traditional way to con-

struct, where also need numerous local labors to par-

ticipate. For this museum, it is not to attain the cultural 

representations from superficial alike by the form. It is 

rather a modern architecture that has the concept 

similarly with the Pilgrimage chapel of notre dame 

from the great architects le Corbusier (fig.5); if observ-

ers are looking this museum without thinking about the 

material, it can be seen that the spacial quality (fig.6) 

is also very modern. 

the facade of this museum was made by a large num-

ber of recycled brick and tile; the special texture of 

the facade was made after the detailed rearrange-

ment of these recycled brick and tile (fig.7). the most 

delicate thing in this design is the use of bamboo to 

reflect the Chinese profound bamboo culture: but he 

does not directly use the bamboo itself as a basis ma-

terial (fig.8); what he did is first to design and arrange 

the bamboo into a concrete shuttering panel, then to 

make the bamboo shape appear on the poured con-

crete, at last the bamboo trace can be seen from the 

facade. this unadorned way of expression has highly 

endorsement from the local. there is one statement 

from Paul Brislin13 could echoes this Museum. 

‘there is a sense that the time is now for an architec-

ture of resistance; a spirited architecture of place. 

and that architecture exists today: a great architec-

ture that belongs to the soil within which it is sited, and 

which belongs to its people too. these earth-bound 

spaces are the footholds of the senses.’

there are similarities of these two examples which are 

mentioned above: both designs are showed great re-

spect to the surroundings; they don’t design the build-

ing to compete with nature’s splendor; they concern 

about the scenery natural beauty of the location; 

they specialize the importance of culture continuum, 

but they don’t show them by superficial alike; they 

express the representations by collecting local ma-

terial or recycled natural material and apply into the 

conspicuous facade. on the whole, it is vital to under-

stand make the cultural identity compatible with the 

locational identity. But what is compatible? how to 

make the identity of building compatible the identity 

of the site? In what way can achieve this compatibil-

12. Miao, 2011
13. Brislin, 2012
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ity?  these questions need to solve correspondingly.

idENTiTy buildiNg aNd siTE rEsPONsE 
iN-siTu

People create the identity into a project, and the pro-

ject from the architect will be an identity- building.14 If 

a place-a location, where possesses its long profound 

culture and living habit that is accumulated over a long 

period of time. Why do the extraneous identity-build-

ings still trying to be involved in those unacquainted 

cultures, meanwhile take a risk of being unaccepted?  

this is not only because it is a trending phenomenon 

of the globalized world that we are living now, this is 

also because the need from the surroundings of every 

specific place. Just as a Sushi eatery in Turkey, Turkish 

shop in germany, the germany car dealership in Chi-

na and the China town in Manhattan. It is needed 

for a place. at this point, the two sides- representative 

buildings and the location- are having their consensus 

and sharing the same goal. hence, the only issues left 

are the conflicts and compatibility.

today more than ever, more and more cross-cul-

ture designed buildings had and have been built all 

around the world. Conflicts are seemed like the most 

common problem for the cross-culture architectures 

and architects. The most seen conflicts are arising 

from culture differences, yet the conflicts act like the 

design limitation in cross- culture design. For exam-

ple, the limitation could be political limit, religious dif-

fer, consuetudinary diversity, human habits or social 

needs etc. however, as long as the reasons for the 

conflicts are distinct, there are always targeted solu-

tions to offset the targeted conflicts. 

There are no specific criteria to examine if a cross-cul-

tural design in architecture is fair or foul. yet there are 

aspects one could consider and avoid for foul, where 

the “compatibility” is the primary element to analyze. 

“Compatibility” is always in connection with flexibility, 

adaptability and adjustability in any and inter-influ-

enced . the architecture belongs to the site and de-

sign process. Where to be found four main explana-

tions from the online dictionary practically are suitable 

for taking use in architecture as well:15

1.Able to exist and perform in harmonious or agree-

able combination; 

2.Having similar disposition and tastes; 

apable of being used with or connected to other 

3.devices or components without modification; 

4.capable of forming a homogeneous mixture that 

neither separates nor is altered by chemical inter-

action.

If dive into each explanation from above respectively:

14. Neil, 2004
15. WordNet. Date Unknown
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Figure 9: Swiss consulate in Istanbul.

Figure 10:Turkish style lighting.

Figure 11: Istanbul wood long bench with 
swiss technique.

Figure 9

Figure 10 Figure 11
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most effective and idiomatic approach to achieve 

the compatibility with a location at the contemporary 

era. 

last interesting annotation is rather act like a con-

clusion, it can be interpreted only when there is a 

chemical interaction, but it has a strong quality for the 

architectural interaction as well. If assume the rep-

resentative building identity and the locality in-situ is 

the two chemical substances, whereas the needed 

chemical reaction conditions is those approaches 

mentioned above. then the result-which is the built 

building act the newly chemical mixture, where we 

can see it as a new compatible identity for this specif-

ic location. this new compatible identity involves the 

divergence that is occurred by differ; it embraces the 

concession from two sides; it contains the identity from 

both but without collisions; it is rather a new great in-

vention which is merely specially for a place. Farrokh 

derakshani concludes this phenomenon.

‘…These projects are sometimes accepted as an 

integral part of the new cultural identity of a place, 

and become ‘proudly local’. Users appropriate the 

project, and its identity becomes a symbol of their 

aspirations.’19

the swiss consulate (fig.9) in Istanbul is in a way to use 

the same method. While the exterior is already deter-

mined, the architect only could design with interior to 

create such a representation for switzerland. the ar-

chitect carefully organizes the inlaid wood horizontally 

and vertically to shape the volumes of the space. del-

icately he arranged the wood batten (fig.10) on the 

ceiling as well, where regarded to typical swiss details, 

handicrafts and materials. In this limited design,  he 

only two hidden involvements with local elements 

participant is the way to deal with lighting(fig.11) 

and the applications of turkish traditional construct-

ing techniques. the Beijing Qinghua college (fig.12) is 

in a contrary way, it is not make the local elements 

connotative, but in a physical way to make the form 

collaborative from the Beijing cultural spirit. this pro-

ject, the designers studied the Chinese culture in a 

long term for preparation to make the design ‘both 

traditional and modern, both local and global.’ 20 the 

application of quadrangle courtyard concept reflects 

the strong Chinese architecture character. the selec-

tion of color is rather modern, coherent and bold. the 

reason to do this is for the purpose of engaging with 

the existing buildings around, at the same time to ad-

dress the modern expressions and illustrate the new 

technologies.

the Museum of handcraft paper (fig.13)  in yunnan 

southern China, this is a project representing hand-

craft culture in-situ, and designed by a northern Chi-

na architect hua li.21 this project is nominated for the 

2013 aga Khan award. one of the greatest aspects 

for this building is the compatibility between the build-

19. Derakhshani, June,2012, p.33
20. Hermida, 2014
21. Mostafavi, 2013
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Figure 12: Quandrangle courtyard concept in
Beijing College.

Figure 12
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Figure 13

Figure 14

Figure 13: Side Perspective with close view.

Figure 14: Use local traditional bamboo as roof
material.
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The first main point of interpretation is the “in harmoni-

ous” and “agreeable combination”. to transform into 

architectural context of this study separately conveys 

“space of harmony” and “advantageous and agree-

able interaction”. To be specific, the space decide 

how we sense and respond to our surroundings, it 

should engage with the site. like earlier mentioned, 

the architecture, human behavior and environment 

are correlated and the environment, where environ-

ment is created by the human behavior, human as 

a user to occupy the architectures. therefore, the 

design should create the sense of belonging to each 

constituent, meanwhile to respect and correspond to 

the environment and existing conditions. the agree-

able interaction is rather important, which means the 

building either should bring deserving values or do 

some improvements to the local. 

Known 16 demonstrates the public artwork had to serve 

a public function that would improve the life quality of 

the city, which she uses the example of 1980s, when 

the art work in the public spaces served as street furni-

ture or decorations. In the same way to architectures 

which need to provide the advantageous and agree-

able interaction with the local. 

Paul oliver17 gives great point on the architectural 

statement where similarly alike the second explana-

tion. he argues one should establish the basic com-

monality in a context by finding the similarities that 

designer perceived to be directly comparable. this 

point is about “share” in essence. If there are similari-

ties between two architecture cultures, then it is com-

mendable to share them. For instance, the similarities 

can be found from the climatic conditions, the topo-

graphical characteristics, the building techniques or 

the material selections. during the sharing process, 

their tastes and values about architecture could be 

shifted and explored, which could bring both a wide 

and different perspective. this is a great approach to 

make the extraneous identity building to be compati-

ble with the location.

the next description where indicates the local ele-

ments participant is significant. In the architecture 

context, it says the extraneous representative site shall 

invite the local elements participant in the process. 

the local elements participant does not only means 

the local labor, also could be the local characteris-

tic building technique, building material, even the 

local representative colors or objects. Moreover, the 

local elements participant should be respected and 

implied without change its essence and nature. It is 

bound to give the concessions while the process. Far-

rokh derakshani18 suggested that to  ‘ careful borrow-

ing of elements from  rich architectural traditions’ at 

the other cultural background. In fact this is one of the 

16. Kwon, 2002
17. Oliver, 2006

18. Derakhshani, June,2012
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Figure 15

Figure 16

Figure 15: View from west side with distance.

Figure 16: Fluent circulation based on local traditional
handcraft technique process.
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ing and the surrounding are very much concerned 

by the architect. similarly, this design also expresses 

their respect by using the local traditional material 

(fig.15), using the local building technique, sharing 

the same goal and not competing with the beauty 

of surroundings(fig.14). Besides, there is another two 

unique approaches are taken application in the de-

sign. Firstly, in order to reveal the representation of 

this handcraft paper village, the museum is divided 

into six sections which match the six main working 

procedures of handcraft paper respectively.(fig.17) 

Furthermore, another extraordinary and unique ap-

proach is to making the design from the perspective 

macro to micro, then from micro to macro: in detail, 

this Museum is located at the entrance of the village, 

thus from macro to micro perspective, it is considering 

the whole village as a big museum (because every 

households in this village could show the home pa-

per-making technique), whereas this small museum is 

welcoming people to look around the whole village; 

then to look in micro to macro perspective, this small 

museum is an epitome of the whole village,  where 

has fluent circulation (fig.16) in the interior, as a whole, 

it just like the preview for the whole village. 

evidently, these two examples are given above use 

different methods to achieve the compatibility. But 

undoubtedly, all of these methods are helpful to 

make the designs embed in different particular plac-

es and cultures. that is to say, the compatible design 

technique and methods can be many, but the ways 

to achieve this compatibility are more or less around 

those four fundamental strategies which have been 

discussed above.
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Figure 17

Figure 17: Floor plan and division of Gaoligong Museum of 
handcraft paper.
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Figure 18

Figure 18: Front perspective of Dutch Embassy. 
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CasE sTudy

hereby there is a case will be discussed for the purpose 

of investigating the identity and locality. Moreover, it 

is important to know the way how a mature project 

dealing with the compatibility between identity-build-

ing and locational identity. the case study is the royal 

dutch embassy (fig.18) in addis ababa ethiopia, this 

is a project carry the representation of dutch identity, 

but locate in ethiopia africa where has a completely 

different cultural background.

dutch identity in the Embassy
embassy building is a very special type of building that 

always carrying the strongest cultural identity of its 

represented country. 22 In this embassy, it is represent-

ing the contemporary dutch culture; but it also has to 

be a building that showing the respect and response 

to the local culture and context (fig.19). to engage 

as much the local building technique and building 

industry is also one of the main objectives. those are 

the prerequisite for this special project. this embassy 

is including the chancellery, residence, deputy res-

idence, three staff houses, gatehouse and a school 

that added afterward.

addis ababa identity and locality
ethiopia is an african country where is also the only 

one never been colonized by the european colonial 

power, and addis ababa is the capital city of ethio-

pia.23  addis ababa is a ‘modern town of extreme con-

trasts”. 24 there are three main groups of people- Mus-

lims, Christians and indigenous tribes. the site of this 

dutch embassy is surrounded by the densely wooded 

eucalyptus grove, and it locates in Muslim-dominated 

area.  this embassy design is a new project; however, 

there is a small portion renovated and extended of 

the existing villa which was the deputy ambassador’s 

house. 

Approaches, Conflicts and Compatibility
there are four main reasons to make this embassy a 

great design which is yet compatible with the locality. 

Meanwhile, they are all matching the strategies which 

have been concluded.

1. Be able to exist and perform in harmonious or agree-

able combination; show respect to the local; having 

similar disposition and tastes.

this project was unlike the other embassy projects in 

ethiopia, where mostly need to import the construc-

tion material and labor from outside. But in this de-

sign, the material, structure, human resource, and 

construction etc. are entirely using the local resource. 

even the construction methods are using the ethiopi-

an technique: they poured local concrete in-situ, use 

the handmade wooden formwork. Finishing materials 

22. Wiley, 1994
23. Hayford, 1969
24. Balamir, A. 2007
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Figure 19: Same local material on stairs, walls, 
and ceillings

Figure 19
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Figure 20 Figure 21

Figure 23Figure 22

Figure 20: Main entrance with cantilevers

Figure 21: Transparency in the Embassy; good combina-
tion with Dutch culture and Ethiopian culture

Figure 22: A cornor in Dutch Embassy

Figure 23: Meeting room
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Figure 24:   Floor plan and section drawings

Figure 24
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Figure 25

Figure 27

Figure 26

Figure 28

Figure 25: Dutch water landscape.

Figure 26: Embassy roof landscape.

Figure 27: Design with the contour.

Figure 28: Master plan shows the site context.
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like stone claddings, wooden claddings and floors are 

all from ethiopia.(fig.20) as a very developed coun-

try like the netherlands, they have a very great and 

profound architectural culture. however, they didn’t 

have any arrogant attitude at this design, for example 

they didn’t just simply to import their architectural ex-

pressions and ideas to express the representations of  

dutch culture; instead, the dutch architects of this em-

bassy are with the humble and respectful attitude to 

the ethiopian architecture and culture. this embassy 

design is also inspired from the traditional ethiopian ar-

chitecture. through the communication with the local 

professionals, the locals were effectively translated 

the architects’ ideas and intentions into the design, 

and with entirely the local resources.

2. Capable of being used with or connected to other 

components without modification; Continuum of cul-

ture

as an embassy building, it has to be representative for 

its culture. hence, in this design, even from the materi-

als to the construction are all using the local resources, 

the architects express their dutch culture through the 

roof garden, building’s diversity, transparency and the 

cantilevers (fig.20). the roof garden designed through 

visual culture 25  which has the shallow pools that re-

fers to the dutch water landscape (fig. 22 and 23); the 

building forms are very modern and diverse; the trans-

parency concept is continue using in this project but 

without disturbing the local privacy; the daring canti-

levered roof just place at the entrance of the embas-

sy where make this whole building very modern and 

eye-catching. 

3. Conflicts; Capable of forming a homogeneous mix-

ture that neither separates nor is altered by interaction

The method of solving the conflict is subtle. Some of 

the dutch governmental buildings are making the 

building more transparent in order to reflect trans-

parency of the dutch government through the archi-

tecture and material selection.26  one of the typical 

dutch architectural styles is “transparency”(fig.21 and 

29) which is a very open design. But for the location 

where the Muslim-dominated area, the “close con-

cept” is what they need, thus these two concepts 

are paradoxical. The solution for this conflict is utilize 

the natural landscape as a secondary protective 

screen to provide the privacy in the residence area, 

and keep using the dutch concept of transparency 

onward. 

4. Consider the contexts of surroundings and location 

this design gives coherent response to the location.

(fig.25,26, and 27) the design is respecting the contour 

and existing topography. they utilize the site contour 

25. Mitchell, 2002
26. Barnstone, 2006
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instead of avoiding it. this site is surrounded by the 

natural local landscape. thus, for the reason of keep-

ing the natural landscape and vegetation as much 

as possible, they made this construction as small as 

possible. Most of the valuable landscape area is pre-

served.

In general, the four main reasons that analyzed above 

showed that this design used several different ap-

proaches and methods to solve the conflict in order 

to make the identity-building get coherent and com-

patible with the locality. the primary approaches are 

through the materiality and spacial quality (fig.29). 

There is no superficial alike to represent the Dutch 

culture, there is neither an incoherence between the 

architecture and the location. the architects also deli-

cately design some common spaces for working staffs 

and visitors, thus the opportunities of interactions are 

provided, at the same time it is creating the sense of 

belonging for both (fig.23 and 29). What is more, the 

four main reasons are all included in the strategies 

which have been discussed earlier. 

this design wins the 2007 aga Khan award for archi-

tecture. In the record for the award, this is what wrote 

at the  session of project significance and impact on 

the cultural aspects.

‘the design has been inspired by traditional ethiopi-

an architecture and confronts this with dutch cultural 

and architectural themes, as for example the trans-

parency. the respect for ethiopian tradition but at the 

same time the introduction of contemporary themes 

from the netherlands, wants to inspire an exchange of 

ideas from two worlds, europe and africa.’
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Figure 29

Figure 29:   Walk way and parallel full height window 
to show the transparency character.
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CONClusiON

Identity27 is important for everything, as well important 

for architecture. to develop and demonstrate one’s 

identity is not throughout using the regressive old cul-

tures or be similar from the superficial layer, but to po-

sition our vision in current and with an open perspec-

tive to find the spirit of the tradition, then establish the 

continuum of the culture in architecture. While deal-

ing with a cultural identity, primarily architects need to 

pay attention on the locality of the site, on the other 

hand to make interactions with local. the building can 

be compatible with a location when both aspects are 

taken into account. 

there are also three main approaches can be con-

cluded: to make advantageous and agreeable inter-

action with the local; find the similarities and establish 

the commonality; to involve the local elements partic-

ipant and without alter each other’s essence. 

Those approaches are the most efficient way to 

achieve compatibility. and the notion of “new Identi-

ty” created when there is a building compatible with 

one location. the two cases used different strategies 

and approaches to create the harmony with local, 

and both cases are compatible with the conditions 

in-situ. We have many choices when we are propos-

ing a design, which means design approaches are al-

ways flexible and it can be replaced in other way. But 

the core strategies are the same, which is primarily to 

make interaction with a location: no matter from the 

material selection, local build technique, traditional 

construction methods, local labor participant, using 

local cultural elements or looking for similarities. the 

approaches above are maybe not the only choic-

es for a cross-cultural design, but those are the most 

essential, reliable, and necessary techniques that we 

could apply for the current architecture cross-cultural 

design. the only fancy-looking buildings are not our 

goal at the end, but designed buildings are compat-

ible and coherent with the local context is valuable.

(fig.30)

according to this research, a new research question 

can be conducted for the design project: 

how can a Chinese Cultural Center design represent 

its culture in Istanbul yet to compatible with the iden-

tity in-situ? 

there are several reasons for this project. Firstly, Chi-

nese theatre is a type of building that carries strong 

cultural identity, to build it in Istanbul implies to provide 

a completely different complex cultural identity of lo-

cation which is match the objective of this research. 

secondly, the existing situation in Istanbul is perfectly 

27. Czumalo, 2012. p.48
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suitable for a Chinese Cultural Center existence. It is 

not only due to this cultural center can be the need of 

the increasing Chinese population in Istanbul, but also 

because of it can provide a location for the existed  

annually  Chinese  culture  festival   and  exhibition in 

Istanbul. More importantly, this is a design could exam-

ine if the strategies that concluded from this research 

is applicable. at   the same time, those strategies can 

act as a tool to encounter with the design and help 

this Chinese theater design to be compatible with its 

locality.

Figure 30

Figure 30:  Diagram of research
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ParT 2
PrograMMe and sIte
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iNTrOduCTiON

architecture carries cultural phenomenon and rep-

resentative identities; to express the continuum of 

culture through architecture is essential 28. Within the 

globalization context, many modern buildings and 

high-rises have been built worldwide, but the identi-

ty and representation of those modern buildings are 

hard to recognize, because they are the buildings 

that could locate in anywhere 29. For example, a same 

modern office building design, this design can be built 

in Beijing, but it also can be built in amsterdam. these 

kinds of modern buildings contain no cultural and lo-

cation context. however, good architecture design 

should be able to represent itself and be customized 

for a specific location.30  therefore, it is rather impor-

tant to make the representative identity of a building 

to be compatible with the identity in-situ, especially in 

a cross-cultural context.   

Based on previous research paper of the “Compatibil-

ity between identity and locality in architecture”, the 

design program was formulated: a Chininese Cultural 

Center in Istanbul. But why a Chinese Cultural Center 

is appropriate for this research? and why Istanbul is a 

good location for this project? this part will mainly give 

some main reasons toward to these two questions.

the site choosing is important for the whole project 

design. For this Chinese Cultural Center, the chosed 

site is at the old City where locate on the european 

part of Istanbul; it is along the seaside and placed in 

the heritage area.one of the most challenging design 

issue for this project is considering how to correspond 

the famous Istanbul city wall across the street. there-

fore, the solutions for this challenge are discussed in 

this part. at the same time, the site analysis from micro 

to macro perspective will  be mainly focused in this 

part.

28. Pallasmaa, 2012
29. D.King, 2004
30. Kwon, 2002
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PrOgraMME

as a metropolis blending natural beauty and histor-

ic values, Istanbul, has significant growth potential to 

become more international. For being a international 

metropolis, many standards will be used to evaluate 

whether city meets or not, it includes: business activi-

ties, human resource, information exchange, cultural 

experience and etc. the assessment for all these as-

pects will be based on a series of data. In general, if 

a city would like to be developed as a international 

platform, it should have the ability to absorb, retain 

and create international through. due to the creator 

of international through is human being, therefore, the 

key of developing a international city is to absorb in-

ternational talents and build relevant community. 

China and turkey enjoy a long history of friendly ex-

changes. In history, Istanbul city was famous for west 

end of ‘silk road’31. since 1978, China and turkey has 

established diplomatic relations, the cooperation in 

the area of trade and investment develop rapid. an 

increasing number of people go to turkey to start a 

business, it includes in the area of communications, 

energy, transportation, mining, trade, tourism and 

other fields. Due to both China and Turkey has a long 

history of civilization32, unique thinking way, values, cus

toms and religious beliefs can present obvious differ-

ences. that hindered the exchange of information 

and communication. therefore, how to come up with 

a appropriate strategies to overcome cross cultural 

barriers, is an urgently important issue needs to be 

solved. 

In recently years, several Chinese culture center33 has 

been developed for the purpose of improving eco-

nomic and cultural exchange and progress in world-

wide, such as: sydney. through these theatre, lots of 

free cultural events, markets, tours, exhibitions and 

entertainments could be launched. It could gives the 

people who lives abroad a sense of belonging, express 

the concern of government. after a few generations, 

the abroad Chinese would feel national cultures more 

and more strange, if without this kind of platform.

Due to the influence of social environment, values, 

habits and customs, turkish people may have some 

fixed way of thinking to understand Chinese peoples’ 

behavior and values, it could cause misunderstanding 

sometime. Built a cultural center in Istanbul could pre-

sents the powerful capacity and attractive of turkish 

culture. It gives the opportunity to a different culture to 

carry out interaction, collision, absorption and integra-

tion, enhancing the mutual understanding of people. 

The tourism of Istanbul begin to flourish, it receives 

31. W. Benjamin, 2015
32. Minister of Culture and Tourism,2007

33. C. Yeh, 2008
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thousands of Chinese visitors each year. these visitors 

will need some advice and information on Istanbul 

city. e.g. attractions, souvenirs and gourmet. a Chi-

nese threatre could play a role to generate the con-

nections between tourist and city. 

ExisTiNg siTuaTiON

Besides, the geographical location34 of Istanbul there 

is very appropriate for a project like Chinese Cultural 

center. It across the eurasian continent-Bordered by 

eight countries. It also used to be the cultural transmis-

sion link between asia and europe. at the same time, 

there are also some practical reasons and existing 

situation that prompt the need of a Chinese cultural 

center in Istanbul.

Firstly, if look the general situation in Istanbul turkey in 

which related with Chinese matter. 

several aspects can be found as below:

• larger population35 of Chinese in Turkey istan-
bul

according to history in Istanbul: at the period of 

“silk road”, there are many Chinese came to Istan-

bul and stay in Istanbul. the record shows that from 

then there is a large portion of Chinese uyghur peo-

ple stay in turkey. With no doubt, the generation 

of then and the new Chinese immigrations from re-

cent years has made up a very big Chinese group 

in Istanbul.

• increasing number of exchange students
as the way of transportation and communication is 

getting more and more convinient, some more Chi-

nese people and turkish people are searching for 

business and education opportunities from each 

other’s place. thus it can be easily found there are 

many Istanbul students not only be an exchange 

student to developed countries, but also in devel-

oping countries like China.

• Chinese cultural festival every year
since many Chinese population and new gener-

ations have living in Istanbul. some important Chi-

nese cultural evernts always hold in different loca-

tions in Istanbul every year. even there are some 

fixed date specially for “Chinese Cultural Festival” 

(fig.31) exhibition. The holding date normally after 

Chinese new year.

• Passion of learning Chinese36

It is to be noticed, the  Chinese language is get-

ting very popular for the foreigners to explore. Most 

of them are very intersted in learning Chinese be-

cause of their own interests; and the rest are learn-

ing Chinese for their needs for work or business. thus 

this Chinese Cultural Center will be an ideal place 

34. City mayors, 2015
35. James D. Tracy,1993
36. D. Clayton,July 2009
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Figure 31

Figure 32

Figure 31: Chinese Culture Festival in Istanbul. 
Figure 32:    Xin Jiang China citizens  have many cultural 

similaritis with  Turkish people.
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for those who is longing for learning Chinese lan-

guage and culture.

 In retrospect and to see the situation in China:

• some live in China but speaks Turkish and share 
common culture

In the history of China, it is very well known that 

great Wall of China is actually built to prevent the 

adherent attack and offensive of turks (turkic Peo-

ple in history). It is very intresting that because of this 

sense of origin, the turkish people nowadays have 

a kind of intimacy of China. so some generation 

of Turkish are living in China (XinJiang mostly) ,they 

speaks some Turkish and share same culture(fig.32).

Chinese and Turks ancestors fighting each other for 

many centuries back to history. today, the turkish 

people and the Chinese people are trying to have 

peaceful coexistence - both sides hope to benefit 

economically.

• business corporation
turkey and China, both countries own splendid 

ancient civilization and modern art. Currently, 

there are some significant economic interactions 

between two countries37.  But the majority of peo-

ple and entrepreneurs between the two countries 

are both having limited understanding of each 

other, the development of relations between two 

countries is actually far behind the desired level. 

therefore, both countries are making plans and 

promoting chances for developing more business 

corporation in the future.

therefore, from the analysis mentioned above, it is im-

perative that a Chinese Cultural Center is needed to 

be built in Istanbul, for the sake of enhancing culture 

exchange and integration between two countries, 

reducing communication barriers. Moreover, the mu-

tual recognition and understandings also could be 

intensified.

Because of the difference of two cultures, a Cultural 

Cneter would be the most appropriate way to transfer 

culture information, and promote culture exchange 

and communication. It could arouse the people’s in-

terests, and present the capacity for a different cul-

ture. helping the city of Istanbul to become a more 

international and inclusive city.

37. S. Yanatma and O. Erol, 2010
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ChiNa CulTural CENTEr iN sydNEy

By exploring what specific function should have in a 

Chinese cultural Center, the “China Cultural Centre”38 

in sydney can be a very good reference.

China cultural centre is Initiated by the Chinese Min-

istry of Culture. China culture centres (CCC)  aim to 

foster friendship between China and other countries 

as well as to promote awareness of and appreciation 

for Chinese culture and art through cultural events 

and activities. over the past two decades, 20 chi-

na culture centres have been established in sydney, 

Paris, Malta, Mauritius, Benin, Cairo, tokyo, seoul, Ber-

lin, ulan Bator, Bangkok, Moscow, Madrid, denmark, 

Mexico and nigeria. the establishment and operation 

of these cultural centres mark a new development 

stage of cultural exchanges between China and all 

corners of the world.

Whereas being the first China Cultural Centre in the 

Oceania region and as a registered non-profit organ-

isation in australia, China Cultural Centre in sydney is 

dedicated to promote awareness of and apprecia-

tion for Chinese culture and art through cultural events 

and activities. thanks to its close partnership with both 

the private and public sectors, the Centre offers pro-

grams that aim to enhance the existing friendship, to 

encourage dialogue and foster mutual understand-

ing between China and australia.

With an interior area of approximately 1,000 square 

metres, China Cultural Centre in sydney has been 

designed and renovated as an exquisite space with 

both modern features and traditional elements. the 

Centre houses an art gallery, a multi-purpose hall, a 

library and classrooms. the range of services includes 

cultural events, training programs and information ser-

vices.

China Cultural Centre in sydney is not a independed 

bulding, it is located at level 1, 151 Castlereagh street, 

sydney. Covering an area of 140 square metres its ex-

hibition hall can be used for painting and calligraphy 

sessions, photography exhibitions and similar events.

there are three main functions: the multi-purpose hall, 

the training area, and the library.

The multi-purpose hall is mainly for the Cultural events-

host a variety of cultural events such as exhibitions, 

performances, seminars, panel discussion, film screen-

38. China Cultural Center organization
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Figure 33

Figure 34

Figure 33: People learn Tai-Chi at CCC.
Figure 34:  International communication and talk.
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Figure 35

Figure 36

Figure 35: CCC Performance at  interior theater.
Figure 36: Foreigners learning Chinese Calligraphy and 

Chinese Culture
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ings etc on a regular basis.

the multi-purpose hall in this sydney China cultural 

center covers an area of 150 square metres. It can 

host events such as small sized performances, semi-

nars, press conferences and film screenings.

The training area is maiinly used for training Cours-

es-Furnish short-terms training courses such as lan-

guage classes, martial art and taichi workshops as 

well as traditional Chinese painting and Chinese in-

strument courses etc. 

the training area comprises three classrooms which 

are dedicated for teaching of calligraphy, painting, 

music, dance and the Chinese martial art.

The library is used for information services, it covers 

an area of 100 square metres. Besides a collection of 

10,000 books, there is a computer suite for visitors wish-

ing to do digital research. additionally, there is a tea 

art section which can be utilised for tea art training 

classes and displays. house a library to provide easy 

accessibility to the general public and to create a 

friendly environment for the learning of Chinese cul-

ture .

all those functions formed a good china cultural envi-

ronment for both local people and also tourists. 

“to enlighten and entertain through quality con-

temporary and traditional Chinese cultural content 

in order to strengthen bonds between China and 

other countries with mutual respect and ongoing 

partnerships.”

WhaT is MissiNg iN ThE CCC

China Cultural Center is a very well organized organ-

ization. It is good not only because it help both coun-

tries have maintained frequent high-level economical 

and political contacts; but also provide an excellent 

place for sharing and cultural exchanges. however, if 

look into those buildings of CCCs around the world, it 

can be found the architecture design of CCC is not 

as desired as it should be. Most of the CCCs are not 

representative, they are either very exaggerate, like 

another copy the giant red gate from a Chiina town 

or Chinese restaurant;  or they are very modern and 

people could not see any Chinese identities from it. 

Being such a good and representative organization, 

but they do not have a very representative building 

for it.

For example, just now the “ giant red Chinese gate” 

was mentioned. this is actually called Pai Fang in Chi-

nese, also called archway or gateway. normally this 

all have traditional Chinese architectural characteris-
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Figure 37 Figure 38

Figure 39 Figure 40

Figure 41

Figure 37: Pai Fang used for distinction of street in China
Figure 38: China Culture Center Benin

Figure 39: Pai Fang 
Figure 40:Ancestral Hall 

Figure 41: Sigapore China Town
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tics such as multi-tiered roofs, various supporting posts, 

and archway-shapes of traditional gates and towers. 

Paifang has different founctions if when changes on 

design and location. In ancient years China, Pai Fang 

could use for division of street, it could use for front 

entrance of a college, it also could use for funeral and 

so on. (fig. 37-41 comparison)

nowadays Pai Fang39 is specially widely use in over-

seas of China. Most of the time it means there will be 

a Chinese restaurant or there is going to be a China 

town forehead. Pai Fang40 is very identical and repre-

sentative; but still, if use Pai Fang as a front entrance 

for Cultural Center or any other kind of goverment 

buildings,  it should be designed more diligently and 

distinctively. at the same time, it is also important to 

see if this CCC can be perfectly coherent and com-

petible with the location.

this “Chinese Cultural Center” in Istanbul will be a 

project where shows some Chinese architecture spirit 

and also involve the turkish culture. It might not the 

best design, but it must be very representative of Chi-

na and also very suitable for the chosed location in 

Istanbul.

ChiNEsE CuluTral CENTEr iN isTaNbul 

according to the same programme in sydney, many 

references are provided. Combine with the actual ac-

ultural condition, social and building environment at 

Istanbul, some aspects are adjusted in order to make 

the Chinese Cultural Center in Istanbul is well-found-

ed.

thus in this Chinese Cultural Center in Istanbul, there 

are four main functions have been decided : theat-

er ( exterior and interior theater), museum, education 

area and exhibition area. 

Theater
the theater can hold some cultural event and per-

formance, near the theater area there could be 

some multi purpose area that used for the other 

meeting event. the reason for the exterior theater 

is considering about the public space. It can be an 

open functional area for the users.

Museum
the Chinese museum will be located at under-

ground area, where can used for keeping some 

turkey-Chinese valuable products. Meanwhile, it 

can be a non-profitable museum to popularize Chi-

nese culture in Istanbul.

Education area (school)
the education area can provide the place for the 

39. Joseph Needham, 2005
40. Ronald G. Knapp, 2000
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local people who interested to learn some Chinese 

culture and language. also can be used for the 

turkey-China exchange programme organization. 

some intersting traditional courses like: Chinese cal-

ligraphy, Chinese Kung Fu, Chinese painting, hand 

craft and tai-Chi etc... thus the education area 

can be a very professional place to teaching Chi-

nese traditional courses.

Exhibition area
the exhibition area is a large space that can using 

for all kinds of temporary exhibition events or the 

other type of programme. For example the Chinese 

Culture Festival that is mentioned, this exhibition 

area can be  such a place to holding this event.

the founction already decided, at this point, to search 

for a suitable site is rather important. to do this, the site 

analysis is analysed from macro perspective primarily 

in order to have a general image of the situation in 

Istanbul. after understanding the situation in Istanbul, 

the chosed site will be analysed in small scale.

siTE aNalysis

MaCrO PErsPECTivE
Istanbul has a very special geographical location, 

it across the eurasian continent-Bordered by eight 

countries. In general, people always consider istanbul 

as a place with warm climate. actually it is not accu-

rate, as also seen on fig.42, Istanbul has four seasons 

and has temperature difference around the year, it 

is only generally much warmer than most of europe-

an countries. at the winter time, there also have the 

temperature around 0 degree. Climatically(fig.42), Is-

tanbul has a borderline Mediterranean climate (Csa), 

humid subtropical climate (Cfa) and oceanic climate 

(Cfb), due to its location in a transitional climatic zone. 
41(fig. 43)

As shown on the map(fig.44), it is devided into two 

parts: european side and asian side. For this project, 

the chosed site is on the european side old City area.  

The old city area plays a significant role in Istanbul. 

It is not only a famous heritage area where atrracts 

tourists all around the world to come and visit; it also 

locate along the seaside where brings both financial 

and environmental benefit.

Being a peninsula42 bounded by bodies of water to 

north, east and south (the golden horn, Bosphorus 

and the Sea of Marmara, respectively) and by the 

41. World weather, 2012
42. The Topography of İstanbul, 2012 
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Figure 42

 
Figure 42: Average precipitation, sunhours and tempera-

ture annually
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Figure 43

Figure 44

 
Figure 43: Climate distribution

Figure 44: Important area on European side of Istanbul
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Figure 45

Figure 46

 
Figure 45:Galata Bridge
Figure 46: Old City, historical and heritage area
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Figure 47

Figure 48

 
Figure 47:New city Levent, new and prosperous area 

in Istanbul 
Figure 48:Bosphorus 
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old city walls to west, this part of the city is essentially 

what used to be called Constantinople, as the rest of 

what is today Istanbul was part of independent cities, 

towns, villages, fields or even complete wilderness lat-

er absorbed by the city. 

The old city(fig.46) is one of the most important part 

in Istanbul. the part is connected with the city center 

by The galata bridge.The Galata Bridge (fig.45) was a 

symbolic link between the traditional city of Istanbul 

proper, site of the imperial palace and principal reli-

gious and secular institutions of the empire, and the 

districts of galata, Beyoglu,sisli and harbiye, where 

a large proportion of the inhabitants were non-Mus-

lims and where foreign merchants and diplomats 

lived and worked. across the old city to the other side 

straight back from galata Bridge, there is a recent 

just done metro construction site in Yenikapı, is a very 

convenient transfer station now.  the sultanahmet is 

the most famous site, it has walking distance to the all 

historical sights of Istanbul old city.  

We interviewed many local people and architects 

from Istanbul when we had our excursion. From their 

answer, we saw different perspective and findings of 

Isanbul.(fig.50) 

MaiN fiNdiNgs

When we having the excursion in Istanbul, we walked 

around the city each day, and interviewed people 

nearby, then some findings are concluded. 

1.  Mixed population
• 14,000,000

• More than capital city

• Immigrations

• refugees and  asylum-seekers

• Irregular migration

the city of Istanbul is the largest city and port in tur-

key, and plays the center roles of national econo-

my, trade, finance, news, cultural and transporta-

tion. as one of the bustling international metropolis, 

Istanbul is also a famous tourist resort. as the largest 

city of turkey and former capital of the ottoman 

empire,  Istanbul is the turkey’s most densely popu-

lated cities, has a high-speed growth of population, 

now has a population of 14 million.43

Istanbul is located on the silk road44, and in the 

middle of europe and Middle east railway network. 

In addition, it is the only sea route between the 

black sea and Mediterranean sea, serves as an im-

portant strategic position. that leads to diversity of 

43. Bill Park, Taylor & Francis, 2011
44. W. Benjamin, 2015
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Figure 50
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culture and population composition.45

turkey is situated in the border between asia and 

europe,  surrounded by Balkans, Caucasus, Middle 

east and north africa. It is to be noted that these 

areas has been the sources of refugees,46 this lead 

the turkey gradually become a distribution center 

of refugees input and output since  the founding  of 

country.  An influx of refugees brought a heavy bur-

den to turkey’s social economy, moreover, threat-

ens the national security.

2. Chaotic but developing public transportation sys-
tem
• Metro, Bus, taxi, Van, tram, Ferry, tunnel 

• Chaotic

• not very systematic

• new & advanced projects

• districts limited

turkey’s transportation system makes full use of 

the country’s highly developed infrastructure. In 

terms of urban traffic, Turkey’s major cities have 

established a wide coverage of the above and 

underground public transportation network47. For 

instance, in Istanbul, the mode of public transpor-

tation includes:  Metro, Bus, taxi, Van, tram, Ferry, 

tunnel.. even through, there are various kind of 

pubic transportation mode co-exist in Istanbul, it is 

not easy to find a simple and efficient public trans-

portation way. this is due to the public transporta-

tion network is not very systematic  within the city. 

therefore, more and more people choose to take 

private cars as their travel mode rather than public 

transportation. 

In recently years, many new & advanced projects 

are carried out within the city of Istanbul. however, 

due to the limitation of districts, it generated lots of 

challenges for construction, and lead to some con-

gestion on the road.

3. big gap between poor and rich
• architecture

• social activity

• education level

• daily cost and use

• employment

Based on the report which published by tuIK in 

201048, it is found that the citizens income of turkey 

can be categorized into five groups, and can be 

arranged as pyramid. the overall income of upper 

group is equals to 8.5 times of bottom group.  the 

gap between the rich and the poor is increasing 

0.5% compare to last year.

In 2006, turkey education union released a report 

45. D.Michael; S. Bruce, 2007
46. A. Xing & F. Dang, 2015
47. Uysal, Onur, 2014
48. Daily News Turkey, 2011
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Figure 51 Figure 52

 
Figure 51:Chaotic and developing Transportation system 

Figure 52:Istanbul refugees
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which explained the national education situation. 

the report pointed out that only 43.5% of  the teen-

agers whose age between 15 and 19 are continue 

to receive education49. this proportion is lags far be-

hind other member states of organization for eco-

nomic cooperation and development.

according to the report on daily news, turkey’s ca-

reer center formulated a five years strategic plan-

ning, in order to improve the proportion of female 

employment, the aim of this plan is to let the female 

employment amount reach the 35% of overall na-

tional labor market, and then promoting conscious-

ness of equity between men and women50.

4. religious

the urban landscape of Istanbul is together shaped 

by many religious groups. the largest religious group 

is Islam. other religious minority groups include the 

greek orthodox, armenia apostolic, ecclesia Ma-

ronitarum and sephardi jews. Islam has its own set 

of religious law, this law covers every plane of daily 

life and society51. Such as diet, financial, warfare, 

etc. the word of Islam comes from ‘aslama’. the 

meaning of the word in arabic is acceptance, obe-

dience and submission. the meaning of Islam is to 

accept and obey the command of allah, and the 

believers need to express their willingness through 

worship and follow the instructions of allah.52

There are five kinds of crime need to be punished 

under the religious doctrine of Islam, stealing, ex-

cessive drinking, adultery, framed, and robbery. 

through setting these statutes & precedents and 

punish crimes, the purpose of maintaining social 

stability and governance the mass is achieved. due 

to most of religious of turkish is Islam,  their bones 

have respect for the traditional culture, and have a 

certain sense of national pride.

5. Curious Turkish-Close , but open
• Buildings in closed expression ( privacy)

• Impression: Introvert

• riligious

• extrovert

• Curious and enthusiastic

turkish is the main body nationality of the republic 

of turkey. the religious of vast majority people is Is-

lam, derived from the ottoman empire.53 

due to religious belief and habits that come down, 

turkish is very focus on their own privacy, which can 

be seen both from clothing and buildings. First of 

all, according to the doctrine of Islam, believers 

need to carry out five time religious service every-

day. during the worship, the believers mush dress 

49. China Internet Information Center, 2007
50. Turkey Daily News, 2011
51. Walter, Taminang, 2008
52. R. Andrew,2001
53. L. Ann; L. Bernard,1995
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Figure 53 Figure 54

 
Figure 53:Typical developing countries

Figure 54:Ongoing constructions
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appropriate and tidy. Meanwhile, women need 

to wear the veil. secondly, for urban building, the 

window size of old buildings are slightly smaller than 

newly constructed buildings. even though the new 

constructed building are utilizing glass curtain wall, 

the transparent decreased a lot, which maybe as a 

result of protecting the indoor privacy or saving the 

basic cost of material .

turkish can be described as ‘introspective’, and 

‘deep thinking ’. everyone is very friendly. through 

communication, it can be found that they are very 

enthusiastic, and gives  people a sense of easygo-

ing. Meanwhile, having curiosity for a lot of new 

things , easy to accept it. 

6. Ongoing construction
• Construction & renovation: Be Preserved or Be 

demolished

• advanced technology

• new projects

• Modern atmosphere

It is well known that turkey is a typical developing 

country54. during the process of modernization, 

there are a lot of buildings are preserved or demol-

ished by the means of construction and renova-

tion. as one of the bustling international metropolis,  

there are many new construction projects ongoing 

within the city of Istanbul.  It can be seen from the 

ongoing or complete construction projects that the 

buildings have utilized many advanced science 

and technology. Moreover, some advanced infra-

structure could be viewed in urban city. From the 

people’s style of dressing, turkish becomes to ac-

cept new culture gradually, on the basis of stick to 

their own culture.

54. Jeffrey D. Sachs & Susan M. Collins,1990
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siTE aNalysis

MiCrO PErsPECTivE

As shown on fig.55, the green line is how the old city 

connected to the other part of Istanbul. For example 

the new under seawater tunnel project will connect 

with asia part of Istanbul. It will save much more time 

for people who need to traveling both side of Istanbul. 

the blue color the the main loop for transportation at 

the old city area.

the chosed site is very close to famous sultan ahmed 

Mosque and just nearby the sea-side. the sultan 

Ahmed Mosque (Turkish: Sultan Ahmet Camii) is a 

historic mosque in Istanbul. the mosque is popularly 

known as the Blue Mosque for the blue tiles adorning 

the walls of its interior. the reason to make this area 

as a site for this Chinese Cultural Center is mainly be-

cause:

• locate in a historical area with deep culture in-

fluence, easily to reveal the cultural difference 

and beauty.

• take use of the seawater as an exterior theat-

er in a Chinese cultural way.get more involve-

ment

• Istanbul City wall can be a good start point to 

make the design response to the site.

• Many tourists in that area.

• have same latitude with China capital Beijing.

• orientation towards to the Kiblat.

the character and condition of this site

• architecture style: try to preserve old architec-

tures

• Many tourists 

• local modern salon and restaurants

• Metro on bridge

• sorroudings: hotels, old apartments 

• Vegetation

• transport

• Peaceful sea in summer

• Inconvenient transportation; no bicycle lane

• opposite to old city wall

• Future development

The charater of above is shown on the diagram (fig 

56-59) .It can be seen from the site, there are several 

public buildings are important for the whole district; 

also some area are having onging construction; the 

main transportation line is marked on the diagram 

and there also shows the vegetation condition at sur-

roundings. (fig. 60-63)

If see the section as a whole (fig.64), it can be easily 

found the site is on a inclined section. the further from 

the seaside, the higher of altitude of contour is. the 

advantage of this site is at the further side (left on dia-

gram), the buildings are locate on the higher altitude, 
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proposed site

New under-seawater tunnel

galata bridge connect to Old city

Figure 55

 
Figure 55:Connection and trasport at Old City Istanbul.
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Figure 56: Diagram shows public building at surroundings; 
One of the big scale public buildings with proposed site’s

extension cord parallel.

Figure 56
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Figure 57: Diagram shows Large greenary are at sur-
rounding. 

Figure 57
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Figure 58: Diagram shows the under construction area;

Also shows the old Istanbul City wall opposite site.

Figure 58
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Figure 59: Diagram of Transportation line- 
Blue Bold: MainRing 
Blue: Inner narrowroad  
Red:Bridge Metro

Figure 59
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so most of the buildings still having a good eye level 

of the sea view without any obstacles from the front 

buildings. But still, it is hard to deisgn a nice building at 

that area if considering the situation surrounding.

dEsigN ChaNllENgE

to design this Chinese Cultural Center, there are actu-

ally many Chanllenges to be faced.

• Cannot be too tall

• Cannot be too overwhelming

• Cannot disturb the transportation on main 

road

• Better not occupy too many greenery space

• Better not block too much sea view

• Better not have too big volume

In order to avoid the situation that the designed build-

ing block the lighting of other buildings, the designed 

Chinese Cultural Center should not be too tall. Mean-

while, the appearance of designed building could 

not be too overwhelming, otherwise, it will  attract 

too much visual attention, could not blend well with 

its surroundings. Traffic is another challenge need to 

be considered. due to this cultural center is adjacent 

to the trunk road, it is need to minimize the traffic pres-

sure changes after this center is put into use.

Besides, this Chinese cultural center is constructed 

along beaches. It should not block too much other 

buildings sew view.  In order to carry out a good ur-

ban development, it is better to occupy the greenery 

space as less as possible. owing the the volume of sur-

roundings is relative small, the volume of the building 

to be constructed should not too big in order to reach 

regional visual harmony.
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Figure 60

Figure 61

 
Figure 60: Site photos- Istanbul Old City Wall.
Figure 61: Site photos-  Proposed site used to be a park.
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Figure 62

 
Figure 62: Site photos- Observation tower near by the 

proposed site.
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Figure 63
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Figure 64

 
Figure 63: Section scheme of proposed site.

Figure 64: Shows different situation near the proposed 
site.
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ParT 3
desIgn ProCess and desIgn strategIes
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iNTrOduCTiON

several strategies have already been adapted from 

previous research, which will be utilized as tools to as-

sess the design in this research. this study also means 

to provide specific techniques for this Chinese cultural 

center design based on those strategies. In order to 

make this design compatible with the locational iden-

tity, there are two more important aspects which will 

be taken into detailed analysis: first one is the identity 

of the site; second one is its belonged district in Istan-

bul; and the last one is the integration and applica-

tion of Chinese elements and identity. In this section, 

the historical background, presented circumstances, 

and future development of Istanbul are highlighted 

respectively; the methods of how to combine repre-

sented Chinese cultural elements into the design are 

discussed and applied. 

           leland55 argues architecture should be exam-

ined not only as a cultural phenomenon but also as 

an artistic and technological achievement. hence, 

some fundamental aspects are addressed in this pa-

per, such as the topography, occupation of building, 

response to the city, and touch with streets. Conclu-

sively, the aim of this paper is to assist this Chinese 

cultural center design project to be able to represent 

itself in Istanbul, where has totally different cultural 

background; and secondarily, to make it coherent 

with its surroundings in Istanbul.

55. Rith, 2014
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dEsigN sTraTEgiEs

It is to be remembered at the first part, there are four 

explainations about the “competibility”; and through 

a case analysis, it is to be found this four explaination 

s is more like an approach in cross-cultural design. It 

can act like tools to help a design to be competa-

ble with the site. In this design, I closely refering back 

to this four approaches to develop and examine this 

Chiense Cultural Center design.

1.able to exist and perform in harmonious or agree-

able combination; 

2.having similar disposition and tastes; capable of 

being used with or connected to other

 3.Devices or components without modification; 

4.Capable of forming a homogeneous mixture that 

neither separates nor is altered by chemical inter-

action.

this Chinese Cultural Center design is expanding and 

exploring based on these four conclusive strategies. 

therefore, at this part, the design concept and idea 

will parallel proceccing with those strategies.

dEsigN CONCEPT aNd idEa

ablE TO ExisT aNd PErfOrM iN harMONiOus Or 
agrEEablE COMbiNaTiON.

“Quandrangle concept” is the primary concept 

when designing this building. not only because it 

is very representative in Chinese architecture, but 

also because it can very nicely “exist and perform 

in harmonious or agreeable combination”.

What is Quadrangle courtyard concept?
Quadrangle Courtyard56 is one of Chinese tradition-

al courtyard which can date back to han dynasty. 

the construct pattern of quadrangle courtyard is to 

locate the courtyard in the middle, and built the 

houses surround it. 

Chinese Classical garden designers have been 

pursuing the fusion and unity between landscape 

design and nature, which is influenced by Chinese 

ancient nature view. this led to the ancient garden 

present a feeling of near the mountain and by the 

river to its viewers, it represents the design concept 

of ancient architect to advocate nature expres-

sion. 

For designing the building, the ancient architect is 56. Q, Wang, 2000
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seek for a way to integrate the building and na-

ture landscape, in order to make artificial beauty 

perfectly blend in nature landscape. eventual-

ly, accomplishing the unique effects of ‘harmony 

between man and nature’. through using various 

group scene gimmick, architects could present a 

more open field view and landscape within an area 

limited garden. applying design of zigzag road and 

scenery combination, the open degree of visual 

of landscape could be largely increased.(fig. 65 

shows several different typology of Quardrangle 

courtyard concept.)

Why it is good to use Quardrangle concept?

this Chinese cultural Center in Istanbul is designed 

based on the Quardrangle Courtyard concept in 

China.

• Very representative

• Connected with courtyard, easy to apply the 

exterior theater 

• not  occupy big volume

• divide spaces

• Compatible with landscape

• Privacy

• Direct the routing, fluent circulation

• hutong and Courtyard typology

• Form small communities

• More public spaces - Interact with each other

• typical China architecture atmosphere

When we talking about Quardrangle courtyard   

concpet, it is actually related with hutong concept. 

‘hutong’57 are a type of narrow streets or alleys, 

commonly associated with northern Chinese cities, 

most prominently Beijing. hutongs are also alleys 

formed by lines of the Quardrangle Courtyard. this 

concept are very representative in Chinese tradi-

tional architecture. Moreover, in some turkey histor-

ic architecture,  some design details also can be 

interpreted by using this concept.

one of the extraordinary Characters of Quardran-

gle courtyard concept is its flexibility. Because the 

each quardrangle courtyard will form four sides of 

dwellings, it is very easy for users adjust their space 

of use. 

through utilizing ‘hutong’ to connect each sepa-

rated courtyard. each courtyard can be seen as 

an independent area with a relative small volume. 

that is also one of the reasons it is very suitable for 

this Chinese cultural center design. Because on the 

surrounding of the proposed site, there are mostly 

small volume of old recidential buildings. Mean-

while, the separated courtyard can be formulated 

an integrated whole.  each divided courtyard has 

its own private space, within this certain area, pri- 57. K. David, 2006
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Figure 65
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Figure 66

 
Figure 66: Typical Hutong and Quardrangle courtyard 
Section.
(right) Chinese Cultural Center part of section shows 
quardrangle courtyard concept.
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Figure 67

 
Figure 67: From interior look to the courtyard- Green
Figure 68: From courtyard look to interior- Transparent
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Figure 68
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vacy and green space both can be preserved. For 

this project specially, it need many space of public 

area, thus this concept can really help with dividing 

the spaces into private area or public areas.

In this design, all the walls or windows where fac-

ing to the courtyard will be transparent (fig.67 and 

68). In this way, it can help the design create a 

good interaction from interior and exterior, it can 

give people the feeling of sharing. the quardrangle 

courtyard concept is applied for the whole design 

arrangement. Whereas hutong is used to  establish 

the connection between different spaces, for ex-

ample the hutong became a link from inner court-

yard and exterior theater.  the courtyard garden 

is transformed from the traditional Quardrangle 

courtyard, but divided into small yards. so that it 

will help users “ move few steps and see different 

view”. ( Shows on physical model)

haviNg siMilar disPOsiTiON aNd TasTEs; CaPablE 
Of bEiNg usEd WiTh Or CONNECTEd TO OThEr.

 

similarities between China and istanbul

Based on the approaches that concluded from first 

part. It can be seen that to find similarities is a good 

way to make the design compatable with a place.

the ancestors of turkish is the nomadic people of 

north China, called turkic peoples.  since the tang 

dynasty defeated the turk, many tribal of turk still 

carry on nomadic in Central asia, other turks grad-

ually migrated westward to asia Minor Peninsula. 

and then founded their own country, turkey.58

Meanwhile, due to turkey is located on the chan-

nel of Chinese ancient silk road, the opening of this 

trade routes had promoted economic and cultural 

exchanges between China and turkey. through in-

vestigation, it can be found that China and turkey 

have many similarities.59 First of all, China and turkey 

has a long history of the national culture, accepting 

and absorbing other new cultures during the devel-

oping. as both China and turkey are developing 

countries, there are lots of new and ongoing pro-

jects in the urban area. 

58. Kemal H. Karpat, 2001
59. H. Lillian Craig,1993
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Figure 69

 
Figure 69: Turkish(left) and Chinese 
(right) courtyard comparison
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Figure 70

Figure 71

 
Figure 70: Turkish(left) and Chinese (right) concrete pat-
tern comparison

 
Figure 71: Turkish city wall(left) and Chinese (right) great-
wall comparison
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since cultural exchange has a long history between 

these two countries, there are some cultural conver-

gence. And some  convergence are reflected in the 

building.

There are also some similarities (fig.69-71) in differnt 

kind of product, for example the carpet, the pattern 

or even the cooking habits...

at this site, there are Istanbul old City Wall60 right 

opposite the proposed site. talk about “Wall”, Chi-

na and Istanbul has a really profounding history on 

that. almost every Istanbul citizen knows that past 

time the built of great Wall in China was use for de-

fend the turks people. Chinese and turkish both are 

pround of their  own“Walls”, this is one of the biggest 

similarities among all when think about this site. thus, 

at this design, “wall” is the start point how the facade 

begin with. 

The first idea is creating a long wall as the facade 

of Chinese Cultural Center. thus it not only can 

give response and respect to the Istanbul old City 

wall(fig,65), but also fits what traditional Chinese 

quardrangle courtyard concept: Four sides of walls 

creates this quardrangle courtyard.

The idea of Wall.

In history, the wall is a obstacle structure around the 

city, which used by old agricultural people to cope 

with the war. normally, woods and masonry are the 

basic materials. as a military defense, the wall and its 

affiliated facilities constitute a relative closed area. 

this walled area could give a sense of peace and 

happy to these people who lives inside, because it 

keeps them away from the unknown danger from 

outside. some decorations can be used into wall, it 

can both increase the aesthetic and practical use.

through using the wall concept in design, it is hoped 

to deliver a feeling of privacy and peaceful to its 

user. By adding the stone works window, it can re-

veals more information than just one single wall 

when people first time see it. Moreover, it can chime 

in with the ancient city wall which situated on the 

other side of road.

In this design, in order not to break the integrity of 

the wall, the opennings are mostly very small. except 

for the main entrance, the other openings are all in 

a way of “hollow out wall”. By transforing from the 

traditional regular forms of  hollow out wall, it is more 

interesting to utilize the hollow as part of the design. 

thus, I decided to make two corner of the walls hol-

low symetrically when it has the right-angle.
60. B. Jonathan, 2004
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Figure 72

aFter
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Figure 73

utIlIZe oF Wall In FaCade desIgn
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Figure 74
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In order to make the character of the wall is strong-

er. From the section can be seen, the roof part 

where close to the wall is either using the glass sky-

light or make it 1.8meters distance from the wall. In 

this way, the wall is totally free standing.

hollow out wall

Chinese classical garden not only in plant species 

diversity, but also in the form of application and de-

sign technique for changing. these techniques61 in-

cludes: borrow scene, perspective scene, obstruct 

scene and so on. By using hollow out tracery wall, 

the viewers could also see the scenery behind the 

walls, this is called perspective scene. through bor-

rowing the scenery outside the walls, a relative small 

space can obviously feel the amplification effects 

of the space. hollow out wall also used to obstruct 

the scene, this kind of technique could generate 

more attractive to people by making them vaguely 

see the scenery.

As seen in fig, 74 and fig.76, the wall is designed 

to have hollow  on the wall when there is a tree 

or plants in front of it. In this way, people from out-

side of the wall could see a little scenery but they 

couldn’t see what is really happen in side the wall. 

this actually give people a illusion that inside of the 

wall is like a big garden. In this way, the wall - which 

is the facade gives strong interaction with exterior, 

From above, it can be seen that the utilize of wall  

is really give both Chinese and Istanbul local turkish  

people what they like to see. What is more, it is also 

making a very srong connection between exterior 

and building interior after designing hollow spaces 

on the wall.

61.Q. Guo, 2004
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Figure 75

 
Figure 75: Normal hollow out wall 
Figure 76: A  corener in Chinese Cultural Center shows 
the use of  hollow out wall.
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Figure 76
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Figure 77
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Figure 78

 
Figure 78: Examples of Turkish Symbols and meaning
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Figure 79

 
Figure 79: (up)Chinese Ling Pattern, Chinese Grid pattern;
(below) Example of Chinese patterns meaning.
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dEviCEs Or COMPONENTs WiThOuT MOdifiCaTiON.

What does “orientation” mean for most Turkish 
citizens?

Islam is the main religion of the turkish people in 

turkey, according to the CIa World factbook62, In 

turkey there are 99.8% of the population is nominal-

ly Muslim. For Muslims, they all praying towards the 

same point is traditionally considered to symbolize 

the unity of the ummah, or all Muslims worldwide, 

under Sharia (Law of God).

the Qiblah63 has importance beyond salaat and 

plays a part in various ceremonies. It is also trans-

literated as Qiblah, Qibleh, Kiblah, Kıble or Kibla, is 

the direction that should be faced when a Muslim 

prays during salat64.

Qibla direction of Istanbul is 151.601738 degrees 

from north clockwise.65

It is important to understand the orientation in a 

muslim country such like Istanbul. In Muslim coun-

tries like Istanbul, all of the public buildings are hav-

ing the notice board to prompt the direction of Qi-

bla. this not only can help designers to avoid some 

basic mistake, it is also can make designers have 

more understanding with the  muslim culture, so 

that the product can be a user-friendly deisgn. For 

example, in this Chinese Cultural Center, it is to be 

noticed all the toilet facilities are avoided of facing 

to the Qibla direction. (fig. 77)

Pattern Window

there are dozens of window patterns in Chinese 

traditional architectural culture. each pattern has a 

different meaning. It is also just like turkish tradition-

al patterns, all the patterns imply interesting mean-

ings.66 (fig. 78)

In traditional Chinese culture, ling pattern means 

beyond. It is also stands for a stronger water chest-

nut, which is a kind of edible food. It signs the rich 

fruit comes from the generosity of nature. the dia-

mond also can be seen as a pattern of fishing net 

that creating by primitive cliff-paintings, therefore, it 

represents wealth.67  In this design, the ling pattern 

was used to frame the shape of the hollow out win-

dow. (fig. 79 & 76)

grid style pattern also have been called as bean 

Toufu grid in Chinese folk. Since it first time ap-

peared, it has gone through 5000 years, develop-

ment from the early pottery to building doors and 

windows. From which, it can be demonstrated that 

grid style pattern has a strong vitality. each blank 

square represents the meaning of upright. there-

62. CIA World Factbook
63. H. Chris, March 2012

64. N. Muhammad ,1993
65. J. Strayer, 1982

66.A. Lee ,1988
67. B.William G. ,1986
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fore, when the building doors and windows comes 

out a grid style patterns, it means the owner of the 

building is an upright man and expects a thriving 

business.

Chinese Bilateral Symmetry

Bilateral symmetry68 and the articulation of build-

ings are found everywhere in Chinese traditional 

architecture. It includes palace, public building or 

dwellings. under the guidance of feng shui thought, 

Chinese architecture showing the overall space 

combination orderly, utilizing axial symmetry prin-

ciple at the same time, fully practice the concept 

of patriarchal etiquette, both of these techniques 

offering people the feeling of the stable equilibrium 

on the vision. 

Moderation is the highest value criterion in tradition-

al Chinese thought, which is put forward by Con-

fucius. It’s significance is one of the basic spirit of 

Chinese people. As time goes on, it’s significance is 

deduce to fair and proper moderate. the ancient 

people believe the theory that they proposed, e.g. 

astronomy, geography, humanity, couldn’t stand 

without neutrality. therefore, they strongly believe 

that the relation among heaven, earth, people 

should consider ‘neutrality’ as standard, which will 

achieve the so-called ‘nature and humanity’.69

the concept of moderation that embodied in the 

ancient architecture is to distribute the building 

plane with uniformly and symmetrically. the build-

ing plane must contains a grave north-south axis 

line, it plays the role of the central nervous. this kind 

combination pattern becomes the epitome of an-

cient architecture, such as palace, yamen, tem-

ples, ancestral hall, academy, etc. even through 

the idea of axis symmetrical began as early as the 

Zhou dynasty, the most typically represents build-

ings for this central axis culture are construct during 

Ming and Qing dynasties70.

the Moderation thought of ‘harmony between 

man and nature’ expressed the principle of not 

pursuing house overtop and oversize in ancient 

architecture construction. therefore, from shape 

and dimension of China ancient buildings, it is to be 

noted that both the imperial palace and traditional 

local style dwellings are developed in plane direc-

tion, composing single building by rooms, buildings 

constitute courtyard, courtyards form a architec-

tural complex, offering viewers a sense of buildings 

could continuous stretch from the earth.

In contrast to the buildings, Chinese gardens are a 

notable exception71 which tend to be asymmetri-

68. K.Ronald G., S.Jonathan& O. A. Chester ,2006
69. H.Sarah,January 2005 
70. X. Liu, 2002
71. C. Feng, 2007
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Figure 80
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Figure 80:  A perspective shows Chinese pattern window 
and bilateral symmetry
Figure 81:  Chinese bilateral symmetry  in floor plan 
shceme; Front facade shows symmetry as well.
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grOuNd flOOr

1.exhibition area

2.Interiror theater stage

3.leisure yard (theater)

4.stair to underground museum

5.education yard

6.Central Courtyard

7.Canteen

8.Coffee corner

9.guards’ room

10.toilet

11.Meeting room

12.ramp to rooftop

13. Agency office

 14.Classrooms and Pray room

 15.Classrooms

 16.Offices

 17.Interior exhibition

Figure 82
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Figure 83
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cal. the principle underlying the garden’s compo-

sition is to create fluent, comfortable and  endur-

ing flow. Thus, as can be seen in the fig. 79, in this 

Chinese cultural center, the front elevation  and 

layout of floorplan are both in bilateral symmetry. 

only when there is a greenary space, they are not 

in symmetry, but most of them in a differnt side 

throughout the floor plan, so that they can con-

nected to be a long circulation.

In this design, the traditional pattern window are 

used on the exterior wall and garden wall, with-

out changing and transforming the window form. 

the whole layout of this Chiense Cultural Center is 

based on the Chinese bilateral symmetry principle 

(fig.80 and 81). In order to blend in more Turkish 

culture, there is an exterior public pray space(with 

toilet) with the right orientation that aside of CCC, 

so that when the whole CCC is offwork, the exterior 

space can still be functioned by the users. (fig.80)

CaPablE Of fOrMiNg a hOMOgENEOus MixTurE 
ThaT NEiThEr sEParaTEs NOr is alTErEd by ChEMiCal 
iNTEraCTiON.

door frame as a image frame

as mentioned in M3, in Chinese architecture, it is 

very ingenious that the ancient designers always 

consider window and door frame as a image 

frame. Because it is very important for the users to 

see a good view when they look outside. 

at this site particularly, the sea-view is the most 

beautiful nature. thus,  this Chinese Cultural Center 

having “ see through” space from the front en-

trance to the back exit. this linear “see through” 

line can act like the main vertical axis.(fig 82)It 

shows the most imprtant circulation around the 

whole building.  From this vertical axis, two sides are 

almost in bilateral semmetry. When the users walk 

on the vertical main axis, they will see the see-view 

framed by the arch-door.

at the two side of the building, there is one horizon-

tal axis, it is not totally see through. But it has good 

view to the end to see with the greenary space. 

Behind the tree, there is hollow out window shows 

transparennt character for people both who look 

from inside or look from outside the wall. (fig.83)
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drama stage and theater culture

stage is a special place which only built up to pres-

ent dramas to audiences before, it’s play a role 

as a theatre now. ancient Chinese stage72 basic 

is made of woods. From height, it can be roughly 

categorized into two types, single layer and dou-

ble layer. normally, single layer stages is built on a 

stylobate, which height is about one meter. dou-

ble layer stages is built on a channel, which can 

be consider as a masonry gate, about two meters 

high(fig.84).

across China from town to village, all of them con-

tains drama stages with their area. every time on 

feast or temple fair day, people will gather in stage 

to watch drama, it becomes a good place for peo-

ple’s entertainment.

In Jiangnan area73, due to the special geograph-

ical environment, cities and villages are situated 

near the water, therefore, the stages are mostly 

located at riverside or lakeside. When nights falls, 

stages and other space area almost no boundaries 

under the moonlight, people taken the lake as the 

audience seats area, and sitting on their own boat 

to see the show(fig. 85)

as a hometown of tea, China has a rich tea cul-

ture heritage, which is long standing and well es-

tablished. Chinese tea culture is a blend thought 

of Confucianism, taoism and Buddhism. It can in-

cisively and vividly express the resilience, enthusi-

asm, affinity of Confucian thoughts. Therefore, tea 

always will be offered at theater. In a busy theater, 

audiences drink covered-bowl tea while watch-

ing the drama, also accompanied by some tea 

snacks. In addition to this, theater is also consider 

as an important social place, different walks of life, 

people in various trades get together here for relax 

and entertain.

at this cultural center, the exterior theater is having 

the idea of “stage on water”. It is more like a pavil-

lion, and it allows people to walk up when there is 

no performance or the other kinds of activities. this 

exterior theater is like something from Chinese Cul-

tural Center give back to the site. It provide a tidy 

space for people who live nearby can still come to 

fishing in the morning on the walkboard. 

this exterior theater can really blend in that site as 

a “homogeneous mixture” existed with the sea to-

gether. They give benefit to each other. The sea 

became a beautiful view in part of the building. 

the exterior theater became the important facilities 

to assist people visit the seaside. (fig.87)

72. K. Wang,1985
73. C.Shih, 1976
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Figure 84
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Figure 85

 
Figure 82: Ground floor plan shows axis

Figure 83:  Door frame as image frame to see the land-
scape at end

Figure 84:  Chinese drama stage at earlier years
Figure 85:People from JiangNan area watch drama on 

boat
Figure 86: Chinese people watch performance and drink-

ing tea at same time
Figure 87:Exterior theater in CCC
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Figure 86
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Figure 87
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suPPlEMENT
draWIngs and Plans
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2. Interiror theater stage
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4. stair to underground museum
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8.  Coffee corner
9. guards’ room
10.  toilet
11.  Meeting room
12.  ramp to rooftop
13.  Agency office
14.  Classrooms and Pray room
15.  Classrooms
16.  Offices
17.  Interior exhibition

uNdErgrOuNd flOOr

18. souvenir shops
19. Museum and exhibits
20. under stage
21. underground Car park area
22. staff car park
23. Car ramp route
24. toilet

firsT flOOr

25. Information Center
26. Interior theater
27. activity Center
28. Connected hall Way
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